"The girl I gave birth to has been stolen, she’s gone." (Mother, A Current Affair, Vaccination: a stab in the dark? 30 January 2001)

"So the goblins came. They pushed their way in and pulled baby out, leaving another all made of ice." (Maurice Sendak, Outside over there. Puffin Books, Middlesex, UK, 1981)

"In the wake of the now settled MMR controversy and attempts to link the vaccine with autism, there has been widening interest in whether autism has increased in incidence over the past two decades. While this question is yet to be fully resolved, folkloric heritage suggests the existence of autism long before its formal recognition in 1943.

Fairytale tales from the British Isles, Germany, and Scandinavia include stories about changelings. They describe a child who exhibits remarkable and sudden changes in behaviour and/or appearance, explaining that supernatural folk steal normal children and replace them with one of their own, or some other substitute. The new child—the changeling—is characterised by unresponsiveness, resistance to physical affection, obstreperousness, inability to express emotion, and unexplained crying and physical changes such as rigidity and deformity. Some are unable to speak.

Sometimes the fairies fancy mortals, and carry them away into their own country, leaving instead some sickly fairy child, or a log of wood so bewitched that it seems to be a mortal pining away, and dying, and being buried. Most commonly they steal children.

The parallels between changeling tales and autism, have been briefly noted by writers on the history of the disorder.

Some of the features of these stories, including the initial health and beauty of the human child, the change after some period of "normalcy", and the specific behaviours of the changeling (listed above) are well matched to symptoms in some presentations of autism.

Most tales of changelings contain instructions on how to prevent the child being stolen, ways of determining whether the child is a changeling, and instructions on how to manage their behaviour.

Commentators on changeling tales have concluded that the stories explained the birth of disabled children in non-scientific cultures. The legends were society's attempt to make sense of, and cope with, child disability, providing a coherent explanation for its occurrence.

We suggest that evidence for the existence of autism before the twentieth century lends force to the argument that the disorder's existence is not just a product of recent technologies or the environments that these technologies have created. Whether such technologies have augmented an existing predisposition in some individuals remains to be resolved.
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